CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION

5.1 Conclusion
The aim of this research is examining how the main character in the movie
takes turn and whether the conversation including turn constructional component and
turn allocation component. The strategies used by main character in turn taking and
the classification of turn taking are explained one by one with the example sand
explanations within the figure or chart, and percentage frequency. It presents a clear
explanation of the strategies used in turn taking and the classification of turn taking.
There are 12 strategies used by main character in turn taking. The strategies
applied are giving question, giving expression of feeling, asking for opinion,
debating, inviting, introducing, remembering something, greeting, asking for help,
answering question, thanksgiving, and giving information. After finding the first
statement, it can be concluded that main character commonly takes turn by using
giving or answering question to other people. She often uses thanksgiving and giving
information. She sometimes uses introducing if she wants to know each other. She
also rarely uses asking for opinion, greeting, remembering something and so on.
There are 2 classifications of turn taking. They are the Turn Constructional
Component (TCC) and the Turn Allocation Component (TAC). After finding the
second statement, it might be thought that main character commonly uses turn
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constructional component because she usually takes turn directly to another speaker.
Meanwhile she rarely uses turn allocation component in her turn because she never
allocates her turn to another person.
The results of findings show that main character commonly takes turn by
using giving and answering question. It shows in the figure of strategies which
constitutes respectively 23 and 18 times. Therefore, she rarely uses greeting, asking
for opinion and help, inviting and so on. Her turn taking more includes turn
constructional component (76 frequencies). In contrast to the use of turn
constructional component, she rarely uses turn allocation component. It is because
she rarely allocates her turn to other people.

5.2 RECOMMENDATION AND SUGGESTION
In this thesis, the writer has a recommendation to the future researchers and
the readers. For the future researcher, do the best examine especially about turn
taking. Add some theory that has relationship with your title, give examples very
detail. Explore more about kind of turn taking in the different subjects such as overlap
and interrupt, spontaneous or non-spontaneous turn taking and so on, because its
make reader can distinguish between good conversation or not. Make reader interest
about your analysis with explain more about strategies in taking turn.
For the readers, choose the topic or analysis about turn taking that easy to
understand. Try to understand what the writer’s purpose is. Read also some analysis
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that has relationship with turn taking. If you can understand anything about turn
taking, sure you will do conversation better with strategies of taking turn.

